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ABSTRACT 

An experiment is described which will detect quarks of 1/3 or 2/3 integral 

charge. The kinematics and SOme details of a detector are presented. 

The quark model first proposed by Gell-Mann and Ne'emann has had a great 

many successes in the last few years. Unfortunately, the particle or triad of parti 

cles which would form the basic building block in this scheme have never been found, 

although many searches for them have been made. The accelerator searches have 
2

limited the masses to greater than 2.9 BeV /c for simple p-p interactions, or greater 
2

than - 4.5 BeV/c if some model-dependent estimate is made of internal motion of 

particles in nuclei. Cosmic -r-ay experiments may have moved this lower limit to as 
2,

much as 10 BeV/c but these results are extremely model-dependent. 

The experiment proposed here is a very simple one both in demands upon the 

machine and in the experimental equipment required. A set of six to eight small 

plastic scintillation counters and some standard electronics is all that is required of 

the experimenter. As will be discussed later, the optimum momentum for the search 

is - 90 BeV/c. If one looks for charge (1/3)e quarks this corresponds to 270 BeV/c 

which is greater than the machine energy. This suggests the use of the primary beam 

transport magnet system as the analyzing magnet for this experiment with a deflection 

less than that of the 200-BeV beam. Another approach might be to put extra power in 

the section of the magnet system between target-areas 2 and 3 before target-area 3 

is completed and use the existing beam lines. 

It is assumed in the following discussion of kinematics that the primary produc

tion process for quarks is: 

p+p-p+p+Q+Q. 

The total energy available in the c. m , system for protons on protons is given by: 
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where T is the kinetic energy of the incident and proton and M is the mass of a pro
p 

ton. 

The most massive quark that can be produced is then given by: 

Those quarks which are at rest in the c. m. system of course have an appreciable mo

mentum in the lab given by: 

and 
2 

y = (T + M )/W =[(T + 2 M )/(2 M lJ 1 
/

c.m. r p r p p 

1 1/2 1/2B =[1--J =[T/(T+2M)]c. m. / I p 

or 1/2
'lc.m.=(Tr/2Mp) . 

These quantities are given in Table I below: 

Table 1. 

2 
Tr(BeVl MQMX(BeV/c ) Plab(BeV Ic)W(BeVl Yc. m. 

6 3.84 0.984 1.76 2.04 

12 5.10 L61 4.08 2.72 

30 7.73 2.93 11.71 4.12 

70 11.61 4.87 29.74 6.19 

100 13.83 5.98 43.62 7.37 

150 16.88 7.50 67.08 9.00 

200 19.46 8.79 90.78 10.37 

300 23.80 10.96 138.6 12.68 

400 27.46 12.79 186.8 14.63 

If the mass of the quark is less than the maximum allowed by the available c. m, en

ergy, the particle may have energy in the c. m. system. In general this energy will 

be shared by all 4 particles, but the maximum momentum quark will result from the 

lightest particle balancing the momentum of a single quark. The lightest effective 

particle is formed when all the other particles have the same velocity. There is then 
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zero contribution to the invariant mass by their relative motion. This total energy, 

E and momentum PQMX' are given by:
Q MX 

, 

W2 + M2 _ (MQ + 2 M )2
Q- P 

EQ MX = 2W 

2 2 1/2
P = (E - M

Q MX Q MX Q) 

Transformation back into the lab system of this P depends upon the c. m.
Q MX 

angle of the quark 8". In rectangular coordinates, the lab momentum is given by: 

p = Y (PQ MX cos 8" + B EQ MX ) . 
Z c.m. c.m. 

A plot of this momentum gives the momentum envelope within which all quarks must 

lie. Plots of these envelopes for several different quark masses are given in Fig. 1 

for 200-BeV incident protons. 

The experimental design follows simply from Fig. 1. It is clear that if one is 

to find quarks of mass close to the maximum allowed, the angle with respect to the 

incident proton should be less than (J = 1 (BeV/c)/90 (BeV/c) " 10 mrad. The momen

tum should be z 90 BeV Ic for the quark. Since the charge being investigated is either 

(11 3)e or (2/3) e ; this means a momentum channel which transmits unit-charged particles 

of 270 BeV/c or 135 BeV Ic. The use of primary beam transport systems is clearly 

indicated. Details of where this experiment might be set up await more decisions on 

beams and beam schedules. 

The detection apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Primarily the method 

is to measure the energy deposited in a scintillation counter. In any given counter, 

several mechanisms give rise to pulses simulating quarks, but the probability of six 

counters all giving this signature on the same pulse is overwhelmingly small. If 

found to be necessary still more counters can be added to the detector. In detail the 

apparatus functions as follows. Each counter's output is fanned out linearly to three 

devices. Two of these are fast discriminators set to levels well above and below the 

expected pulse heights. The outputs of the high-level units are all or -ed together and 

used to veto the coincidence circuit if anyone of the 6 pulses triggers them. The low

level units are connected to a coincidence circuit to provide, if no veto is present, a 

gate input and start pulse for the A-D converters. For those events so triggered, the 

height of each pulse is recorded. To assist in the calibration of the equipment, each 
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counter has provision for the insertion of a mask between the scintillator and the 

photomultiplier. This mask allows, by attenuating the light by a factor of 9 or 9/4, 

the simulation of 1/3 or 2/3 charged quarks respectively. 

The recorded events are examined for correlations between the pulse heights 

within the resolution of the counters. The presence of a peak at the expected pulse 

height in all counters would form a strong signature for a quark, although it is pos

sible for such a thing to happen in a random background of particles partially travers

ing each counter. The background information provided by the pulse height spectra 

allows an evaluation of such accidentals. 

If the results are negative, the setting of a mass limit from such data is not so 

simple a matter as indicated by Table 1. Fermi momentum and processes in which the 

whole nucleus or multi-nucleon parts of it act coherently raise the mass limit indicated 

there. Perhaps this bridge is better crossed when the results are in. It may not be 

necessary. 
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal and transverse momentum ranges for particles of different masses produced at 200 GeV. 
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Fig. 2. Simplified logic of experimental arrangement. 


